Committee Assignments 2018-19, by individual

Ahlgren, Scott
Comp Exam 531
Course Steward 231
Teaching Evaluation

Albin, Pierre
EC
Comp Exam 518

Allen, Patrick
Comp Exam 500
Teaching Awards
Undergrad Advising

Ando, Matt
Alumni Award

Balog, Jozsef
GAC
Grad Recruit Application Screening
Grad Review Fellowship
Picnic

Baryshnikov, Juliy
IMSE Steering
Math Institute/DPI
Liaison Engineering, PI4

Bergvelt, Maarten
UAC
Capricious Grading
Computer Steering (Chair)
Undergrad Advising

Berndt, Bruce
Area Chair NT
Comp Exam 531
Liaison Library
Salary Survey

Berwick-Evans, Daniel
Comp Exam 500
Grad Review Fellowship

Boca, Florin
Comp Exam 540 (chair)
Postdoc Search

Borman, Strom
Computer Steering

Bradlow, Steven
Grievance
Liaison MSRI
Personnel Comm Spec Faculty

Bronski, Jared
UAC (chair)
Capricious Grading

Chong, Alfred
Elections

DeVille, Lee
GAC
Grad Review Fellowship
Math Institute/DPI, PI4

Dey, Partha
UAC
Comp Exam 561
Undergrad Advising

Di Francesco, Philippe
Alumni Award
Strategic Planning

Dodd, Christopher
Colloquium (chair)

Dunfield, Nathan
Grievance
AH/IH Renovation
Computer Steering
Elections, Space (chair)

Dutta, Sankar
P&T
Comp Exam 500 (chair)
Postdoc Search

Duursma, Iwan
P&T
Area Chair Alg
Comp Exam 530

Erdogan, Burak
EC
Comp Exam 540
Feng, Runhuan  
Area Chair Act Sci  
Comp Exam 563  
Grad Recruit Application Screening

Ford, Kevin

Haboush, William  
Comp Exam 511

Heller, Jeremiah  
Comp Exam 525  
Grad Recruit Application Screening  
Postdoc Search

Hieronymi, Philipp  
EC  
Pi Mu Epsilon

Hildebrand, A J  
Proficiency  
Putnam  
Undergrad Advising

Hinkkanen, Aimo  
Area Chair Analysis  
Comp Exam 542  
Personnel Comm Spec Faculty (chair)

Hirani, Anil  
MSS Colloq (chair)  
Strategic Planning (chair)

Hur, Vera  
Math Institute/DPI  
Liaison IMA

Ivanov, Sergei  
Study Abroad

Junge, Marius  
AH/IH Renovation  
Comp Exam 540  
Liaison Engineering  
Strategic Planning

Katz, Sheldon  
Area Chair Math Phys  
AH/IH Renovation (chair)  
Development  
IMSE Steering

Kedem, Rinat  
GAC  
Course Steward 415  
Postdoc Search (chair)

Kerman, Ely  
P&T  
Capricious Grading  
Comp Exam 518

Kirkpatrick, Kay  
Grievance  
Area Chair Probability  
Comp Exam 561  
Math Institute/DPI

Kirr, Eduard  
Area Chair DE  
Comp Exam 553  
Computer Steering  
Undergrad Advising

Kostochka, Alexandr  
P&T  
Area Chair Comb  
Comp Exam 580  
Grad Recruit Application Screening

Kutzarova, Denka  
P&T (fall only)  
Course Steward 347/348  
Personnel Comm Spec Faculty

La Nave, Gabriele  
Prizes

Laugesen, Richard  
AH/IH Renovation  
PI4  
Space
Leininger, Christopher
P&T (chair)
Course Steward 241

Lerman, Eugene
Area Chair G&T
GAC (chair)

Li, Xiaochun
Comp Exam 540
Postdoc Search

Linders, Daniel
Comp Exam 563
Prizes

Loja Fernandes, Rui

McCarthy, Randy
UAC
Prizes

McNeilly, Jennifer
Undergrad Advising

Mineyev, Igor
Colloquium
Grad Review Fellowship

Murphy, Bob
Course Steward 220/221
Teaching Awards

Nevins, Thomas
P&T
Area Chair Alg Geom
AH/IH Renovation
Strategic Planning

Nikolaev, Igor
Study Abroad
Undergrad Advising

Oikhberg, Timur
Course Steward 285/286
Putnam
Undergrad Advising

Palmore, Julian

Pascaleff, James
UAC
Comp Exam 511
Picnic

Rapti, Zoi
Capricious Grading
AWM Advisor
Comp Exam 550

Rezk, Charles
EC
Comp Exam 525
Honors

Reznick, Bruce
P&T (spring only)
Alumni Award

Ruan, Zhong-Jin
Colloquium
Comp Exam 542
Grad Recruit Application Screening

Song, Renming

Sowers, Richard
Math Institute/DPI
Liaison Engineering

Stojanoska, Vesna
Colloquium
Comp Exam 500
AH/IH Renovation

Tolman, Susan
EC
Teaching Evaluation

Tserunyan, Anush
Comp Exam 570
Strategic Planning
Undergrad Advising
Tumanov, Alex
Comp Exam 542 (chair)
Grad Recruit Application Screening
Grad Review Fellowship

Tyson, Jeremy
EC
P&T
UAC (ex officio)
Alumni Award (ex officio)
AH/IH Renovation
Development
Math Institute/DPI
Liaison Beckman

Tzirakis, Nikolaos
EC
Comp Exam 553

van den Dries, Lou
Area Chair Logic
Comp Exam 570
Prizes (chair)

Walton, Chelsea
GAC
Grad Recruit Application Screening

Wu, Jang-Mei
Comp Exam 542
Teaching Evaluation
Undergrad Advising,

Yong, Alex
P&T
Comp Exam 580
Honors (chair)

Zaharescu, Alexandru
P&T (fall only)
Comp Exam 530
Grad Recruit Application Screening
Teaching Awards (chair)

Zharnitsky, Vadim
P&T
Comp Exam 550
Honors
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